
From: Maura Ziska
To: Danielle Hickox Moore; Town Council; Kelly Churney
Cc: Tim Hanlon; "hoyer@shutts.com"; Ann DesRuisseaux; James Murphy; Wayne Bergman
Subject: 800 South County Road
Date: Wednesday, August 10, 2022 7:56:51 AM

******Note: This email was sent from a source external to the Town of Palm Beach. Links or
attachments should not be accessed unless expected from a trusted source. Additionally, all
requests for information or changes to Town records should be verified for authenticity.******

Dear Mayor and Town Council and Staff:
 
Please excuse the late email regarding our request before you today regarding 800 S. County Road,
however, we were blindsided by two letters from Harvey Oyer late in the day now voicing the
objection to our request for the mechanical equipment. Mr. Oyer now states he represents the
neighbor, Michele Kang, who bought the 790 S. County Road property in February 2021 and have
refused to reveal her identity until yesterday after numerous offers to meet with her.  This was a
surprise as we have been negotiating with Tim Hanlon in good faith for months about the merits of
our application and the offer to replace dangerous portions of her wall that are in disrepair and
leaning onto the 800 SCR property.  The bottom line is the neighbor is now trying to extort a new
wall for the full length of her property and will not support the variances unless we agree to this. The
proposal before you has been studied by the professionals and will be an improvement and best
solution for the mechanical equipment. To reiterate the hardships that relate to this property:
 
1. Renovating one of palm beach's most historic homes that NO ONE (for years) would touch.
 
2. The Team has explored all options and considering the mandated FPL easement and equipment
that was a condition of prior approvals - the most logical location is the one being proposed.  A
chiller is much more sensitive then a dozen plus a/c units and by tucking the mechanical building in
the front corner, it preserves the view and vista of passerbys who will be able to see through the
gate all the way to the water.
 
3. The proposed location for the mechanical equipment moves it further away from the living space
of the neighbor and closer to a noisy busy street and both driveways so it will be less of a nuisance.
 
4. Landmarks unanimously approved this location and design.
 
The offer to remove any portions of the neighbor’s wall that is leaning and replace it with a new wall
is still on the table, but it isn’t fair to extort an entire new wall in exchange for consent to the
variances, especially when the variances are warranted on their own merits.  
 
 
Maura A. Ziska, Esq.
Kochman & Ziska PLC
222 Lakeview Avenue, Suite 1500
West Palm Beach, FL  33401
561-802-8960 (telephone)
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561-802-8995 (fax)
 
This electronic message transmission contains information from the law firm of Kochman & Ziska
PLC which may be confidential or privileged.  The information is intended to be for the use of the
individual or entity named above.  If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure,
copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is prohibited.
 


